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INCORPORATION

INVISIBLE BOD! - CENTER

PSYCHOLOGICAL GESTURE — TH? NUANCE

GROUNDS FOR DIFFEREHCE 1h fiETHDDS OP

STAHISLAVSKY & MICHAEL GHEKHOV

Stanislavoky

Don Quixote

CHARACTERIZATION:

From today on I want to give you a tack about our

play, Senninh Evenlnv. An you know. in eomody the moat

important thing is the cheruetera and the events. We will

diueuuo why it is so important later on. but at the moment

the most important part of the comedy. the characters. must

be elaborated. The tank is to work upon the characters.

We can change the actors at any time but it does not matter.

because the time and work is not lost: the exoreiuos 10 al-

wuyo very precious.

IMAGINATION:

Work on the characters from the following points:

1. Approach the character from the imaginationl That means

that you must take a certain time. not accidentally but

regularly every day. quite definitely. Find out the dis-

tribution of your time which will allow thin regular work.

The time munt Do definitely chosen; the time for imagining

your character.

IECCHkCRATIOHI

2. Then the incorporation of the character which
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you have imagined. By this we mean you must aloe imagine the

voice and try to incorporate it too.

IthSIBLE BODY - GBhTEHI

3. Choose another time during the day and try to

get it from another point - by cxercieing your body. First

try 10 find your invieiblo body. which one is the best one.

Then try to find the center and try to adjust your physical

body to this invisible body and its movements and whatever

else you find. Every day exercise the adjusting of your physical

body to your invisible body and its center. It must be done

abeoluter every day. otherwiue you will have it only thee-

rotically. and it will not givoryou any practical roeulta.

This is the teaku to approach‘the character from

two sides - from the world of the imagination and incorporation.

and from the world of the body by imagining an invisible

body and by adjuuting your physical body to it. Unions you

work upon this very much it will be amateurish and theoretical.

and will have nothing to do with our nethod; We will 01a-

borate the crowd from this point of view of characters:

different racoa of the crowd. This will be elaborated with

the whole group. then you will add it to your character work.

Inaginary justification and feeling of imaginary truth. If

I do it otherwise I become lose and lose an artist and more

and more a person.

PSYCHGLCGICAL GESTURE:
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Try to realize that we have our bodies and that,

by the scans of this body. we are able to express certain

psychological cenfonerernefporionce. Try to experience the

psychology oifiigéfiifié youk hosrt; your soul to soseone. Just

imagine this psychological event of opening your heart towards

someone. or to the whole wonld. Keep it. and then be aware

again that you have your body - keeping the other experience

at the some time.

Now try to find the simplest expression of this;

then try very consciously to find the simplest bodily expression

for this simple psychological event which we call "to open

our hearter. how we shell turn the whole process: we have

got a certain psychological experience and we have expressed

it through a movement.

Imagine that the psychological experience was strong

enough and the bodily expression was strong enough. This is

a quite natural way which everyone knows in everyday life and

on the stage, and on thisbaeie was built the whole Uethed

of Stsnielevsky and his xeeeow Art Theatre, He started with

the psychology and then he found the best expression for the

body; this was his process. . ‘

Now, if we will turn the whole process we will get

what we call the 22X£hfll£zlflfll.zenlnnes This is the simplest

explanation I can give you. We shall start with a certain

means of expression - for instance. we want to open our whole

being and it will call up a certain psychological experience
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inside no. This is the whole story. now try to make the most

complicated gesture of opening your whole being. and try to

be aware of the psychologicel'ozporienco which must come from

it, if you are free enough. Try to accumulate thin psyche-

legical effect which will come if you have done the gesture

fully, if we are crtiets — which we must take for granted.

How appraise quite intimately whether you have

accumulated certain foelinge,and gill,@nd images by doing

this einple gesture several tinean whether you have really

eccemulated something there. If not it meane that your

gesture was not complicated enough. or not elaborated enough,

so that in c certain way it has occupied only half or your

body and being. .By lifting your hando and area you should

feel that atroame are going through then. are coming from them.

Concentrate on it consciously: although we may know very well

that to do the psychological geoturo we must use the whole

body. we forgot it. Ehie is never allowed; if it is the

psychological gceturo then it must be done with the whole

body, the whole being.

Listen and hear and feel and be aware of the psyche-

logicel reunite; because it makes the whole difference. If

we are doing the goeture fully, but without paying attention

t6 what in going an inwardly. it will only be a mechanical

thing: it will not give nekanything because I am not paying

attention to my peycholosyiF It is the meet important thing

to have the eyes turned in when doing the psychological
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gesture.

There are many points which are connected with

the psychological gesture, and we will consider some of them

now. Ono of {ho most important is to do the gesture with

the whole body. and tho second is to do it aiming at the

pcychologicul affect. and the third is to do the gouturo

with one hundred percent nativity. Tho gesture may be u very,

soft one, but you must be active when doing it] do not cormuno

tho physical power and the dimension.

how, to do it only in the imagination; if you will

usk what this moans you will come to a very interesting

conclusion. which in that you have come to the first point

from which we started —_thct ih‘is actually a psychological

effect from which we have fouhu Our gesture.

B. (haychologyl Feelings: Stauiu»

luvnky)

    

 

If we producoYR%pirituul and the'

gesture we are :twice as

ntrong

Incorporate tho pay-

ohology into the gos-

turo

By doing the gooturo

we need upiritunl

activity

From each point you start you will find the same

thing - it in a whole which always goes on in our creative

soulo. Then we might ask, why don‘t we continue the Method

of Stanislavoky? Hora in tho main point - it is difficult
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this way

to awoke‘nAbcoaueo it in a fooling.W

noychologioal Iraa‘curq i adritual as well an bodil , and

they multiply each other.‘ This is “one point why I have taken

thin may from Stoniolzwo‘w: this in the moment. because this

is the point whore we have our wholo nature absolutely full.

There is no other place where we can catch our nature.

Stoniolayoky only usco the imagination and the first part.

You can be active by doing it in your imagination. and now

yeti multiply this by doing it in the imagination and at the

sumo timoEdointhe. gashu‘eg'rhorei’orc I have chosen this

um; as tho oimpleot cno. It always leodo “co the highest Spiri-

tual results, and at the some time it is not something which

makoo our work mechanical. We are still always 1.4 ccnnoction

with the circle (as shown on the diagram and with tho

psychology. V

De tho geoturo in {he imagination. and then don‘t

do the gesture but hoop tho rooult. If it is a psychological

geoturo it meant: that on the hmio of this psychological gas-

turo you can use any moons of expression which you choose —

it is not importmfl: which one. If i have tho psychology of

tho gesture. and I speak on the basin of it I can fodiato

atmosphere, I can fulfill the objective, I can do anything.

Use the Words an 2:. rooms of expression: "Ch. yos. yes, of

course." It is allowed to use the psychological gesture an

a ground. but it is not allowed to use the intellect instead

of thisliving means of expression of the gesture or the
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imagination.

Then simply have the psychological gesture in you,

without doing it in your imagination or actually. new act

the scene of going to the balcony; and come to the open air

and walk there for a moment. and fry to speak to each other.

This whole scene must be the development or the same goeturc.

Now use the same gesture for the aim of radiating the atmosphere.

The gesture iq full enough-to expand with the kind of at-

mosphere. and by means of the actual gesture and the content

of it find the ethgephere_ehd fill the room with it.

The gonturr can he eyplled to everything in our art;

£9 one wcrd - to the were “why?" for instance,or to the sen-

tencq "Blew, Hindu and crack your cheeke.J'- on the cane

gesture. Then to one small thing like picking up something

from the floor. How take the chairs and put them in a row,

and take ypur places as if waiting for a lecturer to arrive -

on the basis of the name gouture.

THE ARCHETYfE:

Each gesture can be applied to a series of sconce

or oven to the'whelo play if ncconsary. The psychological I

gesture, if it is big enough and wide enough. and embraces

many things which you as artists are gaining, it becomes more

and more nrehetxnul. so that the ggxggg of the gesture ia

archetypal;

Another yointt do the goeturc again fully. We
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have done this gesture and our intellect is inclined to think

that this is a gesture which we have done. Of course. there.

are others which we have not yet done - everywhere in the

whole warld exist gestures which we have not done. but this

one we have done - intellectually it is right but artialtically

it in nut right. because we have not done g gesture, we have .

done each time a different gesture ~ why? - because it was

not always the same geeturo which our intellect is inclined

to tell us. We cannot repeat the cane gesture. If I have

done it once. and I try to repeat it again it is a completely

different fining - it dopende only on my ability to listen to

the difference of the gesture.

THE hUAECEx

That manna that we touch the problem of the nygggg.

It is one of the neat anortnnt things in art in general.

and in our art especially. If I have done the gesture once.

and than I try to do it again I will feel that I cannot ro-

poat it exactly because the nuances make it quite different,

even though the nuances cane accidentally. saw I want you to

heater and manage nuances consciously, and wittingly, and at

your will. If you have done the gesture once, you can do it

another time with a certain nuance which you gang to give to

it. The world of nuances rubs away with intellectual bcundaricn.

With nuances the intellect is no longer able to juggle.

The nuances standing before the intellect. it does not know
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what to do. Thie is the way we can always go and escape the

intellect. Bridges and trmxsitions are very much the way of

the nuances — than we (10113113 we are most artistic at this

moment, because the ihtellcot cannot go with us - the nuances

are too fine for it. V

Low do the gesture with coftain numxcae which you

will ohoooo for yourself. I have done this with nuances. let

us say, but in those nuances I minolinod to think again that.

I know them. anal can repeat them. Again the ewe story

unto eternity - nothing can be repeated and when you are choos-

ing nuances you must always feel that this in the realm of

full freedom. and if you have done something like that today

you have the right to do tomorrow mother nuance.

That means that tho psychological gesture. rightly

understood, is the way to awaken the love for freedom. for

utioitie freedom. It is a very important point, to time the

gesture as the way to freedom with all possible means. For

instance, take the some gesture of lifting your hando quite

simultmacously - parallel. how, after we have mentioned the

nuance, if we will consciously change just a little bit in

our movement. and if we are able to hear this difference with

our soul, it will already be a now sugo in our creative part,

whether it is in the sentence or some other part. You must

feel this psychological difference which is the nuance.

How. lift your hands as before, but this time with

the right hand loading - try to find the tremendous psycho-
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logical difference. how with the fingers apart. flow lift

your hands but have the wrists absolutely weak. how clencb

your fiafie and do the same thing. now add another nuance -

in cloeiggigists try to how your head at the same time -

you will get quite a new pert. quite a new psychology. “on

clench your fists and lift your head - quite a different thing.

A new. strange and original psychology begins to

be born from these things. It in quite a different world -

it is the poetry of our art. I am sure fhat when the poet

Write: his verses he does inwardly a lot of these gestures.

but in words and images. By having a difference in tempo

you will get different thinga also. The geutura is the bank

in which the capital 1e. and it depends upon the part how

much you will take. The gesture will accumulate so many

abilities and qualities and thou the character will take it

gradually.

In Stanislaveky'a Method he understands imagination

in tho follawing way:' if I as going to prepare the part of

Don Quixote I must imagine his eurroundinge and he himself,

but not myself. I must consider myself an Don Quixote. But

my method is that I have to imagine £13 - I have nothing

to do at firnt except enjoy hlfl in my imagiention, and gradually

I get inspired by him. Stanislavsky and I have discussed ;

this point but have never agreed on it. Stagislgvuky thinks

that almost everyone can not anything. but to'got thie ability
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I must consider- M from 11m very beginning as Don Quixo‘40-

-’Don Quixote:

Whereas my idea is that I have to see hihAfighting. as long

11's.}. need to. until I get the feeling that I want tn fight;

You can find the gesture sometimes from the clanagr-

lstica of the character. To find the archetype from one

characteristic thing in also possible. I have madq '3. little

mistake in the very beginning, by making descriptive gestures

at firvut.‘ It Vina of course the nature 011 the gestures, but

they weig too descriptive and we must take then more arche-

typnny. 1 real it is better to take the archetype because

it 1:: wider and richer” _ > ‘ "

Quentgonu What do you do with a character which has twu

gonturon? How do you combine them? - _

52239;: They will find the cumbinatiqn inside of you. ‘It

in not necessary to comfiino'thc: oufflurdly;l Each character-

has one gesture. but you may not find it at once. It will

come after they merge togpthor in your psychology. V'Thia is

the sumo as tho imagination. You may have two images which

afo attractive, and you don't know which to éhooao. but they

will eventufilly morgo_thcnuolvén.

Question: How dici ybu'nomo upon thifi idea of gesture?

Am: ‘Ifortially from mmm land parflaily from Dr.

Steiner's training in.gonoral. and partially fiom my personal

experience on tnc sings. It goes back very far, but the clear

understanding of the gesture is not that far away.


